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Sunrun and SPAN Offer Energy
Independence and Resilience to Millions in
Puerto Rico
Companies strike exclusive agreement pairing home solar-plus-battery
with smart electrical panel, offering state-of-the-art energy innovation to
Puerto Rico residents

SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 02, 2022 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Sunrun (Nasdaq: RUN), the
nation’s leading home solar, battery storage, and energy services provider, and SPAN, the
company that reinvented the electrical panel and is developing products that enable
electrification and provide an intuitive energy management experience, today announced an
exclusive agreement in the Puerto Rico market in which SPAN smart electrical panels will be
included with Sunrun's industry leading battery storage offering, available to residents
through Sunrun or a Sunrun channel partner.

With Sunrun’s home solar and battery systems, residents are able to power through
unexpected brownouts and blackouts. Now, with this partnership and state-of-the-art
innovation, residents can shift power supply to different uses throughout the home during an
outage by controlling where and how backup power is used through fully customizable
power circuit controls, which can extend backup time during an outage by up to 40%. This
technology also provides Sunrun with an even more sophisticated ability to control and
dispatch energy back to the grid during times of high stress, if called upon by grid operators.

After suffering the longest power outage in U.S. history in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria
in 2017, Puerto Rico’s electricity grid remains prone to unexpected power outages and
protracted blackouts. In April, after one of the island’s main power plants suffered critical
failure, more than 1.2 million Puerto Ricans were left without electricity. Over 200,000
reported not having stable power for five days, causing food to spoil, schools to close and
businesses to stop operations.

Coupled with increasing utility rates and reliance on expensive fossil fuels, unexpected
service disruptions are driving families and business owners to turn to rooftop solar and
batteries as an affordable and reliable energy alternative. Sunrun entered Puerto Rico in
2018, providing home solar-plus-battery offerings to residents for no dollars down and at a
consistent, low monthly rate. Sunrun has quickly become one of the island’s largest providers
of residential solar energy and battery systems.

“The people of Puerto Rico have endured so much devastation. They deserve a more
affordable, resilient and independent energy choice,” said Mary Powell, CEO of Sunrun. “Led
by tens of thousands who have already harnessed energy independence through locally-
generated solar energy, customers are demanding the island rebuild its electricity
infrastructure with rooftop solar and batteries. Adding SPAN to our offering stacks the many



benefits of going solar and provides even greater value and control to our customers.”

“We want to empower the people of Puerto Rico with a better way to generate, consume and
control their energy,” said Arch Rao, Founder and CEO of SPAN. “Together, we’re providing
a powerful solution that delivers greater insight into customers’ energy needs so that they
can maximize their solar-plus-battery system and power through severe outages. Most
importantly, we’re providing customers with comfort and peace of mind.”

“SPAN makes us very aware of where our power is going and also where it comes from. To
see it in such a simple way allows us to better use our energy,” said Jurrien K., a SPAN
customer in Hawaii. “We had a power outage recently. SPAN shut down unnecessary
circuits to minimize the battery usage. This allowed us to keep our refrigerators running with
our lights.”

The agreement builds on Sunrun’s previous announcement expanding its product offering
with SPAN into additional markets in the U.S. Sunrun will start offering SPAN smart
electrical panels alongside its solar-plus-battery offering across the island this month.

About Sunrun
Sunrun Inc. (Nasdaq: RUN) is the nation’s leading home solar, battery storage, and energy
services company. Founded in 2007, Sunrun pioneered home solar service plans to make
local clean energy more accessible to everyone for little to no upfront cost. Sunrun’s
innovative home battery solutions bring families affordable, resilient, and reliable energy.
The company can also manage and share stored solar energy from the batteries to provide
benefits to households, utilities, and the electric grid while reducing our reliance on polluting
energy sources. For more information, please visit www.sunrun.com.

About SPAN
SPAN reinvented the electrical panel and is developing products that enable electrification
and simplify the adoption of clean energy including solar, batteries, and electric vehicles.
SPAN gives customers circuit-level management, real-time monitoring, and actionable
energy insights through the SPAN Home app’s intuitive interface. SPAN is backed by
leading investors in the clean energy space, including Amazon Alexa Fund, ArcTern
Ventures, Capricorn Investment Group, Congruent Ventures, Energy Foundry, Fifth Wall,
Footprint Coalition, Hardware Club, Incite Ventures, Munich ReVentures, Ulu
Ventures, Wellington Management, Wells Fargo Strategic Capital, Wireframe Ventures, and
1/0 Capital. To learn more, visit www.span.io.
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